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ABSTRACT Enterprise Architecture (EA) is crucial in any organisation as it defines the basic building
blocks of a business. It is typically presented as a set of documents that help all departments understand
the business model. In EA, safety documents are used to manage and understand safety risks. A novel
similarity system for railway safety document processing is presented in this work. It measures the feasibility
of automated updating of EA models with the Rule Book by verifying whether Rail Safety and Standards
Board (RSSB’s) Rule Book clauses are present and complete in existing EA models. Additionally, a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) based search feature was developed to drill through the database to find similar
existing rules, principles, and clauses based on semantic similarity. The result will display the most similar
clauses and rules with similarity scores and document names. In this study, different pre-trained Electra
Small, DistilBERT (Distillation Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) Base and BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) Base were used to embed text. Additionally, the
similarity between document rules was measured by cosine similarity metrics. With conclusive evidence,
our findings show that BERT Base exceeds the other embedding methods in the semantic comparison of
documents.

INDEX TERMS Natural language processing, enterprise architecture models, distillation bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers, cosine similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION
An enterprise architecture (EA) is a method of under-
standing an organization’s future road map, business imple-
mentation plans, flows of information and technological
capabilities [1]. Developing current, and future versions of
this integrated view can assist enterprises in transitioning
from current to future operating states [2]. Core elements of
enterprise architecture consist of frameworks, standards, best
practices, methodology and artefacts. Specifically, EA doc-
uments for railways include railway safety standards for
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ensuring the safety of complex interactive systems [3], risk
assessment for railway departure process [4], and risk and
safety decision-making for railway [5].

Safety documents are of key importance in the railway
industry. These documents contain important information
regarding railway safety and security, including manuals,
operating procedures, and guidance documents. Machine
learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) algorithms are used to
digitalise the railway industry for safety risk assessment [6],
[7]. In enterprise, vector models are often used to examine
document similarity with previous rules, contracts and docu-
ments. This approach to NLP makes it possible to rank target
documents or rules according to their similarity with a source
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document which is an indicator of the relevance of the target
document [8].

NLP is a subfield of linguistics and Artificial Intelli-
gence that gives machines the capability of understanding
and interpreting human language [9]. It allows machines to
communicate with humans using human language. It also
allows machines to read colossal text corpus and speech
data and interpret it. NLP mainly bridges the communication
gap between humans and computers [10]. Word embedding
is a method of converting text in the form of real-valued
vectors since machines are only capable of understanding
numbers [11]. One-hot encoding is a way to encode words
into numbers/vectors based on categorical features. A unique
vector is assigned to every word with a length equal to the
size of the dataset. The dimensionality problem prevents this
approach from being used on large dictionaries [12]. Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) deter-
mine the importance of a word in a document. It is mainly
used in document search, information retrieval, text summa-
rization, and keyword extraction. However, it does not pro-
vide information regarding the similarity of documents [13].
Word2vec was introduced by Mikolov as a model for word
or text representation in a vectorized format to understand
the context and interpret it for NLP tasks [14]. Skip-gram
neural network model is an unsupervised learning technique.
When a pair of sentences is given as input, it predicts the
surrounding words in the sentence. In contrast, Continuous
Bag ofWords (CBOW) predicts the target words based on the
context words [15]. The word embedding based on convolu-
tional neural networks shows improved results in measuring
sentence similarity [16].

A Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) is an artificial neu-
ral networks model that utilizes previous outputs as inputs
while maintaining a hidden state [17]. RNNs are more suit-
able for NLP applications, particularly Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) models that show effective results for sen-
timent classification [18] and Manhattan LSTM model for
language translation tasks [19]. Bi-directional Long and Short
Term Memory (BiLSTM) is another type of RNN that uses
long sequence information to measure the semantic con-
nection between words. The model consists of two warped
LSTM layers, one receiving forward input and the other
backward that helps it learn features from the adjacent lay-
ers [20]. The inherent sequential nature of the recurrent model
makes it difficult to parallelize the long input sequence.
A breakthrough in NLP took place in 2017when transformers
were introduced, which can handle varied input sequences.
To compute representations of input and output sequences,
the transformers use self-attention instead of RNNs or con-
volutions [21].

This paper developed a novel railway document safety
model for semantically comparing two documents for railway
safety and implementing a semantic search feature to match
existing rules or clauses in both documents. Various aspects
of safety are described in each document, including rules,

objects, and responsible individuals. Pre-trained models such
as Electra Small, DistilBERT Base and BERT Base were
used to embed the document’s rules. The similarity between
the rules of the documents is analyzed by cosine similarity.
In addition, a search-based system is devised that allows users
to search for any rule, principle, object, or responsible actor
across both documents.

A. MOTIVATION
In recent years, data has grown exponentially in railways
due to digital transformation. Safety-related documents are
of primary importance in the railway industry. Specifically,
document similarity plays a critical role in designing a digital
solution for railway document safety systems. Several docu-
ments in railway Enterprise Architecture cover safety aspects,
including rules, principles and responsible actors. It is often
necessary to consolidate multiple versions of the documents.
As a result, it will be easier to provide cohesive advice and
procedures in accordance with the same operational safety
principles. In addition, these manuals and operational safety
documents require analysis and processing to prevent the
addition of redundant and duplicate rules.

It is possible to identify the similarity between different
documents with the help of an expert that understand the
context and semantic meaning of the rules present in mul-
tiple documents. This study measures the semantic similarity
of two documents: the Enterprise Architecture (EA) Model
and the Operational Concept Document (OCD). Addition-
ally, a search-based system was developed to allow users to
search for any rule, principle, or responsible actor in both
documents.

B. CONTRIBUTION
A novel system was designed to process safety-critical rail-
way documents. This method allows an expert to scan the
whole procedure and verify the presence of rules between the
two documents. If a new rule, object or responsible person
is required, it can be easily searched through both docu-
ments to identify its existence to avoid duplication. By expert
knowledge and hands-on identification, it was identified that
the rule in the EA model document is brief compared to
the OCD document. The system will also identify rules in
different documents with the same semantic context. The
main contribution of this paper is as follows:

• Developed a novel document processing system for rail-
way safety-critical documents.

• Semantically comparing EA and RSSB rulebook doc-
uments for railway safety-critical systems to verify the
presence of rules or clauses.

• A search-based system is devised that allows users to
search for any rule, principle, object, or responsible actor
across both documents.

• Compare the performance of pre-trained models such
as Electra Small, DistilBERT Base and BERT Base for
document processing.
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• The similarity between the rules of the documents are
analyzed by the cosine similarity metrics algorithm.

• Visualized the most frequent words in documents using
the WordCloud library that provide insights and key
trends for railway documents.

C. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the literature review, followed by the proposed
methodology for railway document processing in Section III.
Section IV and V elaborate NLP tools and datasets details.
Section VI presents the different sentence embedding tech-
niques. Section VII discusses the text similarity metrics
model, and Section VIII shows the pre-processing of data,
document processing and evaluation of experimental results.
Section IX and X conclude and provide direction for future
work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. DOCUMENT PROCESSING FOR RAILWAY SAFETY
ANALYSIS
The railway industry is a complex business that generates
an enormous amount of data from multiple sources such
as trains, tracks, employees, passengers, regulators and sig-
nalling systems. The documentation is constantly updated
with multiple railway safety standards in place to guide
the development and assessment of safety-critical software
for railway control and protection systems. There are sev-
eral safety standards that are commonly used in the rail-
way industry such as IEEE 1474 [22], IEC 62278 [23],
EN 50126 [24], EN50128 [25] and EN50129 [26]. These
standards provide guidelines for risk evaluation, hazard iden-
tification, signalling, control and safety and protection man-
agement, as well as specifying requirements for safety-related
electronic systems used in railway applications. In addition
to the safety standards, there are also safety management
documents, work recordings, maps, and operations data that
are produced by railway organizations [27]. Each railway
organization also develops its own enterprise architecture
with roles and responsibilities. This ensures that everyone
within the organization knows their role and responsibility
in ensuring the safety of the railway system.

Overall, the railway industry is a complex business that
generates a significant amount of data and documentation.
The use of safety standards, safety management documents,
and enterprise architecture helps to ensure that the railway
system operates safely and effectively.

In railway, data produced from different sources is in an
unstructured format and requires pre-processing and detailed
analysis to provide context and key information. Multiple
studies and surveys have been conducted to analyse this
unstructured data in the railway industry. It was applied to
Istanbul’s automated fare collection system to provide bet-
ter price recommendations to consumers for the BRT-Bus
Rapid Transit line. It has also proposed recommendations for

planning and management along with the graphical repre-
sentation to provide insightful information [28]. In addition,
railroad assets are also a great source of information that
can be used for analyses and operational maintenance [29].
A multi-modal transport network was introduced in London
based on the Markov chain approach. It was developed to
handle complex data and provide better information [30].

Several NLP techniques have been successfully applied
to document processing applications over the past several
decades, including semantic analysis, language translation,
text classification and summarization. Until recently, NLP
systems relied on manually designed ontology rules. Due to
the advancement, machine learning enabled the development
of improved models as data volumes grew, which took advan-
tage of ever-increasing amounts of information. The vector
approach is prevalent in business applications, and today
GPUs provide computational power sufficient for solving
complex NLP tasks [31]. The University of Huddersfield has
developed an ontology-based approach for extracting safety
learning from a free text that captures human knowledge
about real-world events in a knowledge model (an ontology)
and is used to query documents [32].

Cluster analysis [33] and visual analytics [34] techniques
are utilized to enhance the capability and performance of
railway technical systems. The Rail Accident Investigation
Branch (RAIB) is also applying NLP techniques to inves-
tigate the presence of failure-related entities from unstruc-
tured data [35]. Named Entity Recognition (NER) relies on a
hybrid system combining Bayesian Learning and Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) [36]. To measure text similarity and
identify names and entities from unstructured text, BiLSTM
and Condition Random Field (CRF) models are used respec-
tively. The models are combined in order to evaluate the
performance and progress of railway personnel [37].

B. TEXT-BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT FOR
RAILWAY DOCUMENTS ANALYSIS
In today’s business world, effective knowledge management
is essential for all organizations. With the presence of numer-
ous employees scattered across different departments and
locations, managing and retaining knowledge becomes a
daunting task for large organizations. Additionally, all those
documents are in different formats making it even more
difficult to access and understand the correct information.
This requires the implementation of a centralized knowledge
management system (KMS) to ensure that all the organi-
zation’s best practices and knowledge are readily available
to everyone. Research suggests that digital ecosystems can
improve human resource management and enhance knowl-
edge, leading to benefits in business performance. It was
also found that a knowledge management framework tailored
to a firm’s size can enhance internal learning processes,
and the use of internal and external communication net-
works, as well as knowledge repositories, can facilitate this
process [38].
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In recent years, there have been many industry-specific
and generalized document analysis tools and KMS. The
software module for the automated system of account-
ing and control of railway automation is implemented for
the electronic document management system for technical
documentation (EDTD) [39]. Another semantic annotation
method was introduced to formalize the technical operation
rules of the Ukrainian railway system and information can
be ingested from various sources using a modular ontol-
ogy [40]. All of the industry-specific solutions are based
on knowledge graphs or ontology-based techniques that pro-
vide very limited information about the context or seman-
tic understanding of the textual knowledge that exists in
documents.

OpenAI recently introduced a tool called ChatGPT that
is used as a great tool for language generation and text
summarization [41]. Google created a chatbot called Google
Bard, which utilizes artificial intelligence (AI) to generate
human-like conversations with users. This tool utilizes nat-
ural language processing and machine learning technologies
to understand user inputs, generate appropriate responses,
and provide a conversational experience that mimics human
interaction [42].

All of these generalized tools are useful for general-
purpose daily tasks, but there are some limitations to these
systems. They do not have direct access to private or pro-
prietary information stored in enterprise systems. Instead,
it only ingests open-source and publicly available information
to generate responses to user queries. Another limitation
is the availability of these platforms and data protection is
key to the railway industry. Specifically in this research,
the limitation is the inability to ingest information from
sources such as UML (Unified Modeling Language) for EA
documents.

III. PURPOSED METHODOLOGY FOR RAILWAY
DOCUMENT PROCESSING
The proposed novel document similarity system for the rail-
way safety document processingmodel is outlined in figure 1.
In this research, pre-processing, importing NLP libraries,
cleaning of the dataset and tokenization were performed. The
documents are tokenized into word and sentence formats.
By merging both documents, a database was created that
contains each document’s name, rules, and clauses. Different
pre-trained models were used to embed sentences into vec-
torized formats for both documents. Each embedded sentence
was then compared with the other document to find a similar
rule or clause. The similarity between each sentence/clause
was measured using cosine similarity metrics. A search fea-
ture was also developed that allowed users to search the
database for similar rules, clauses, or responsible persons.
Searching any rule or clause will display the relevant rule
or clause along with its similarity score and document name.
The data was visualized using WordCloud, which maps the
tokenized words according to their frequency in the railway
documents.

IV. DATASETS DETAILS AND TOOLS
This research was conducted on a stand-alone machine with
an Intel Xeon W-10885M processor and 64GB RAM. The
dataset and other framework details used in this research are
explained in the sections below:

A. DATASET FOR RAILWAY DOCUMENT SAFETY
This project is a collaboration between the University of
Huddersfield’s Institute of Railway Research (IRR) and the
RSSB, and the dataset comes from the Enterprise Architec-
ture (EA) of the RSSB, dataset is in the form of CSV file
and UML file. One file is called OCD Mapping, a CSV file,
and the second one is in UML format called EA-lite. A UML
tool for EA called Sparx systems was used for UML analysis
as given in figure 2. The main difference between UML and
OCD is that UML only contains condensed clauses. On the
contrary, there is a detailed version of all the principles and
clauses in OCD documents as given in figure 3.

V. NLP TOOLS AND FRAMEWORK
NLP is a process of enabling computers to comprehend and
process human language. The main aim is to understand and
process understated data to capture key information. Differ-
ent NLP tools and techniques were utilised to analyse and
process this unstructured information. Python is used as a
programming language that supports data analysis. Anaconda
and Jupyter Notebook was used as a distribution and IDE,
respectively.

A. PYTHON
It is a simple yet powerful and interactive programming
language. As a platform-independent language, Python runs
on all major operating systems. It deals with computing
tasks, including data analysis, visualization, and linguistic
data efficiently [43]. It has numerous libraries such as Pandas,
NumPy, NLTK and others that support NLP and DL.

B. NLTK
In 2001, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) was created as an
open-source library. This library was developed with four pri-
mary principles: uniformity, simplicity, flexibility and adapt-
ability. It provides multiple text corpora, string processing,
classification, chunking, parsing, semantic representation,
and evaluation metrics [44].

C. TOKENIZATION
It is a process of separating raw text or documents into small
chunks such as words or sentences called tokens [45]. It is
essential in NLP tasks as it will help to understand the context
of the raw corpus. In this work, both documents (EA.csv and
OCD.csv) were tokenized into a word and sentence before
cleaning the data further.

D. StopWords REMOVAL
Words that contain only minimal information are called stop
words [46]. These words are also referred to as noise words
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FIGURE 1. Model for railway safety document processing using NLP techniques (such as pre-processing, data
cleaning, tokenization, sentence embedding, text similarity measurement using Cosine similarity metrics.)

FIGURE 2. Visualization of Enterprise Architecture (EA) document using SPARX SYSTEMS software before
pre-processing.

since they don’t add anymeaning to the sentences. By remov-
ing these words from the corpus, the processing will remain
the same for the desired task. Dimension of the corpus and
noise from the vocabulary can be reduced by removing these
words. This will increase the density of the corpus and
improve the speed and efficiency of the analysis [48].

E. WordCloud
A WordCloud is a visual representation of all the words
that appear most frequently in a corpus or a set of docu-
ments [47]. It is helpful to understand the corpus as different
words are pictures in different sizes and colours based on

their frequency in the documents. WordCloud is used in this
study to show the frequency of the most used words in both
documents (EA and OCD) as shown in figure 7.

VI. SENTENCE EMBEDDING TECHNIQUES
There are different sentence embedding techniques that play
an important role in any NLP task. The year 2018 is consid-
ered a critical point for NLP as Google introduced a new lan-
guage model known as Bidirectional Encoder Representation
from Transformers (BERT). DistilBERT Base is a smaller
general-purpose language representation model technique.
It can be used for a variety of tasks as other transformer
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FIGURE 3. Visualization of Operational Concept Document (OCD) before pre-processing.

FIGURE 4. BERT base network architecture [49].

models. Its architecture is similar to BERT, but token embed-
ding and pools are removedwith several layers less by a factor
of two. All other vital operations such as linear layer and
layer normalisation are improved using model linear algebra
frameworks [55]. Electra Small is another pre-trained trans-
former model introduced by Google. It maps the sentences
into dense vector space. Embedded vectors can be used in a
variety of NLP tasks, such as clustering and abstracting [57].

A. BERT - BIDIRECTIONAL ENCODER REPRESENTATION
FROM TRANSFORMERS
BERT is one of themost advancedML frameworks. Its design
was based on previous research including Semi-supervised
sequence learning [50], ELmO [51] and ULMFit [52]. Unlike
the earlier models, BERT is multi-layer bidirectional trans-
former layers that attenuate in both directions [53]. There

are two variants of the BERT model released by Google:
BERTbase and BERTlarge. In the BERTbase model, there are
twelve transformer layers, while in the BERTlargemodel there
are twenty-four layers. These models also have more exten-
sive feed-forward networks of 768 and 1024 hidden units and
attenuation heads of twelve and sixteen, respectively.

BERT employs two unsupervised strategies named
Masked Language Modeling (MLM) and Next Sentence
Prediction (NSP). In MLM, a certain percentage of the words
in each sentence are replaced with masked tokens. Based on
the context of the surrounding words, the model will predict
those masked tokens. A conventional language model can
only be trained in one direction, resulting in trivial predictions
of the target words. MLM model is trained on bidirectional
representation resulting in a deep language context. NSP is
based on capturing the relationship between two sentences.
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To understand the relationship BERT uses pairs of sentences
for training. For training, a dataset is divided into two parts.
In the first part, sentences A and B for each training example
are the subsequent sentences and are labelled as ‘IsNext’. For
the remaining training dataset, sentence A is paired with ran-
dom sentence B with the ‘NotNext’ label. This pre-training is
very beneficial in Question Answering and Natural language
Interface [55].

In this research, Electra Small, DistillBERT Base and
BERT Base pre-trained models were used to embed the sen-
tences (rules, principles, clauses or responsible actor) into
a vectorized format. These sentences are further compared
using cosine similarity metrics to compute the similarity.

VII. SIMILARITY METRICS MODEL
A. COSINE SIMILARITY
A cosine similarity metric is the measurement of the angle
between two or more vectors projected in multidimensional
space. It is commonly used in document classification, infor-
mation retrieval and document similarity measurement. Doc-
uments or sentences can be embedded into a vectorized
format using embedding techniques (such as the word2vec
or BERT) and the angle between the embedded sentences
can be measured [58]. The angle between vectorized embed-
dings indicates the similarity between sentences of the doc-
uments. A smaller angle between vectorized embeddings
produces a large cosine angle indicating a higher cosine
similarity, as illustrated in the figure 5. Mathematically it can
be described as the dot product of vectorized embedded sen-
tences and the product magnitude of each vectorized sentence
and is calculated using equation 1.

cos(Sent1, Sent2) =

∑n
i=1 Sent1iSent2i√∑n

i=1 (Sent1i)2
√∑n

i=1 (Sent2i)2

(1)

In equation 1, Sent1 and Sent2 represents two vectorized
sentences from the railway safety documents. Sent1.Sent2
are the scalar product of two vectorized sentences,

whereas
√∑n

i=1 (Sent1i)2 and
√∑n

i=1 (Sent2i)2 is the prod-
uct of the euclidean norms of the vectorized sentence.

VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This research aims to develop a framework for a document
safety system for the railway. RSSB has provided railway
safety documents (EA and OCD). The semantic similarity
between the two documents was analyzed. A search func-
tion was also developed that allows users to search through
multiple documents, check the rule’s existence, and amend
or create new documents accordingly. Various NLP tools
and libraries were used for document processing. A detailed
process of documents analysis is explained below:

1) Mannual Pre-processing: Both railway safety doc-
uments provided by RSSB (EA and OCD) were in
different formats and manually converted into .CSV
format. EA document was in UML format and contains

FIGURE 5. Cosine similarity measurement between two embedded
sentences of railway safety documents.

free text. This was added manually to the EA document
in CSV format.

2) Importing the documents: Both documents were
imported into Jupyter Notebook using Python. OCD
Rulebook document contains rules and principles that
are comprehensive and elaborate. On the other hand,
the EA Rulebook document consists of was brief and
concise.

3) Database: Both documents were combined into a sin-
gle database using the Pandas data frame. This data
frame consists of the document name and its rules and
clauses.

4) Document Tokenization: The NLTK library was used
to tokenize documents into words and sentences.

5) Cleaning the documents: All clauses that do not
start with sequence numbers were removed. To reduce
dimensionality and noise, stop words such as ‘‘a’’,
‘‘is’’, and ‘‘the’’ were also removed.

6) Embedding documents: For embedding document
sentences into the vectorized format, three pre-trained
models Electra Small, DistilBERT Base, and BERT
Base were used.

7) Document similarity: The cosine similarity metric is
used to map the semantic similarity between each rule
of the EA with OCD documents to find the relevant
match.

8) Search method: search feature was developed that let
the user search using a search string from both the
documents and display the semantically similar match
rule, clause or principle along with similarity score and
document name.
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FIGURE 6. Visualization of EA ’2.1.3 rule’ in 6 × 768 vectorized
cross-sectional format.

9) Visualization: term frequency of the most frequent
words used in the documents is visualized using the
WordCloud library. This provides railway employees
and key personnel with valuable insights and key trends
in the documents.

A. SENTENCE EMBEDDING VISUALIZATION
In order to embed the sentences in the documents, different
pre-trained models are used. The EA rule 2.1.3 is visual-
ized to show the embedding shape and cross-section of the
vectorized format. BERT model embeds the sentence into a
6 × 768 dimension as shown in figure 6.

B. WordCloud: TERM FREQUENCY for DOCUMENTS
In this research, WordCloud is used to visualize the most
frequent words in the documents [56]. A cloud of words is
created to show the highlighted words and phrases. Based on
frequency and relevance, words are shown in a bigger size
in WordCloud. Train, driver and signaller are the most used
words in both documents, as shown in figure 7.
Its development was specifically intended to enhance the

comprehension of commonly usedwords in safety documents
among railway personnel, enterprise architects, and other
stakeholders. Furthermore, the real-time dashboard associ-
ated with this tool can also be used to provide valuable
insights and trend analysis.

C. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY FOR RAILWAY DOCUMENTS
The semantic similarity between railway safety documents
is measured utilizing the cosine similarity metrics. Semantic
similarity between the embedded sentences (or rules) ranges
from 0 to 1, where a value of 1 signifies the highest degree of
similarity between two clauses, while 0 denotes the absence
of similarity. The threshold to map the semantic similarity
between the rules of two documents is set to 50%. The
threshold value can be adjusted according to requirements.
Each ruleset from the EA document is compared with the

OCD document to check the relevant rule existence. Positive
and negative signs in table 1 show the correct or incorrect
mapping of the two documents respectively.

In this research, three pre-trained embedding models
named Electra Small, DistilBERT Base and BERT Base
were utilized to measure the semantic similarity of railway
safety documents. It also allows us to compare the different
embedding model’s performance for railway safety critical
documents analysis.

By using Electra Small as an embedding model, EA docu-
ment rule 2.8.5 was mapped accurately to the OCD document
rule resulting in a positive similarity score of 0.95. However,
for the remaining EA document rules such as 2.1.3.2, 2.4.1.1,
2.5.2.2, and 2.2.1.6, the Electra Small embedding model was
unable to correctly map it to the OCD document rules. This
shows that Electra Small embedding model is only effective
for short and brief rules. However, when the rules are com-
prehensive and detailed it was not able to find the correct
match.

DistilBERT Base show promising results as compared to
Electra Small embedding model. When comparing EA rule
2.1.3.2, it correctly matches the OCD rule with a positive
relevance score of 0.68 whereas Electra Small was unable to
map the correct match. For EA rule 2.4.1.1, DistilBERT Base
and BERT Base show positive similarity scores of 0.81 and
0.84 respectively. When mapping EA rule 2.5.2.2 to OCD
document rules, BERT Base shows a maximum relevance
score of 0.89 with positive similarity. Similarity for EA rule
‘‘2.2.1.6 Shunting movement’’ accurately maps to OCD rule
2.2.1.6 with a highest relevance score of 0.63.

BERT Base outperforms the other embedding models for
railway document processing. It outperforms other embed-
ding models in terms of relevance score and correct mapping
of rules across the documents.

D. SEARCH METHOD FOR RAILWAY DOCUMENTS
During this research, a semantic search feature was developed
that allows users to search through the documents. All the
rules from EA and OCD documents are combined in one
database in a data frame format using pandas. A user can
then search for any rule using a search string. Based on the
semantic context, the system will provide the most relevant
matching rules or principles. Additionally, it will display
the similarity score and the document name. As a result,
enterprise architects and other key railway personnel will
be able to avoid duplication of rules across existing or new
documentation.

All sentences from the data frame and search string are
embedded using the BERT Base model. To find the relevant
rule or clause, cosine similarity metrics are applied to the
embedded search string and all other embedding sentences.
The search system is set to show the top 5 relevant rules
with the best similarity score in descending order along with
the document name. When the search string ‘‘principle: the
method of signalling’’ is searched to find the relevant match
in the database. The top result is ‘‘Principle: the method of
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FIGURE 7. Visual term frequency representation for railway safety documents using
WordCloud.

TABLE 1. Comparison based on different embedding techniques for railway document processing.

signalling must maintain a space interval between trains that
is safe’’ with a similarity score of 0.94. This rule is from

the OCD rulebook as shown in figure 8. Similarly when
‘‘2.6.2.4 Operating rules must include:’’ was searched as a
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FIGURE 8. Search result for a ‘‘principle clause’’ from railway documents with similarity score and document name.

FIGURE 9. Search result for a search string ‘‘2.6.2.4 Operating rules must include:’’ from railway documents with
similarity score and document name.

string, EA rulebook 2.6.2.4 was shown as the most relevant
rule with a similarity score of 0.83 as shown in figure 9.

IX. CONCLUSION
This research demonstrated a novel document processing
method for railway safety documents. It investigates NLP’s
effectiveness in verifying safety rules within the EA model.
It also focuses on the possibility of automatically updat-
ing EA models using the RSSB Rule Book and ensures all
relevant information is included and up-to-date. Secondly,
a semantic search method was developed during this research
so that railway personnel will be able to confirm the presence
of rules or principles in both railway documents based on the
semantic context. It will also provide a consistent check on
the railway documents.

During this research two (EA and OCD) documents were
considered where EA contained brief rules and OCD con-
tained detailed rules and principles. Both documents were
manually pre-processed and imported into Jupyter Notebook
and databases were created using the pandas dataframe. Rules
in the documents were tokenised, cleaned, and embedded into
a vectorized format. Three pre-trained embeddings and the
cosine similarity metrics were utilized in order to perform
document processing. The semantic similarity between doc-
ument sentences ranges from 0 to 1.

Electra Small pre-trainedmodel results were unsatisfactory
as the embeddings were less dense with 256 dimensions for a
sentence. It was only able to map short and brief rules across
the documents whereas when rules were long and detailed it
was unable to correctly map document rules as illustrated in
the table 1. Dense vector space embeddings were provided by

DistilBERT Base and BERT Base. Both pre-trained models
demonstrate more accurate results for document similarity.
For EA rule 2.5.2.2, both DistilBERT Base and BERT Base
show positive similarity with a relevance score of 0.82 and
0.89. Similarly for EA 2.2.1.6, BERT Base outperform the
DistilBERT Base embedding model with a maximum rele-
vance score of 0.63. This shows that the BERT Base embed-
dingmodel outperformsDistilBERTBasewithmore accurate
results in terms of accuracy. A search method using the
BERT Base model was devised that displays relevant rules or
principles from railway documents along with the document
name and similarity score. A Worcloud was also developed
that provides insights and key trends in railway documents.

To conclude, this research is conducted for railway safety
critical document processing and the system developed in
this research allows railway employees and stakeholders to
devise information about railway documents in a useful man-
ner. With minor tweaks in the data ingestion and cleaning
process, the document processing system developed in this
research can be used as a text-based KMS system for various
industries.

X. FUTURE WORK
In the future, topic modelling can be explored to process
railway documents. Based on the words and phrases in the
documents, topic modelling will group documents into clus-
ters. It is possible to cluster documents allowing users to read
through specific topics rather than all available documents.
A web-based dashboard system will be developed that will
allow all the railway enterprise architects and other key work-
ers to efficiently search for the existence of any rules in the
database.
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